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A new mechanism for production of fast backward nucleons 
from nuclear target at high energies is suggested, which is 
closely connected with the idea of "long range" colour forces 
acting between colour objects. This mechanism does not pre
tend to explain the whole effect observed in experiments, but 
plays an important role in production of nucleons with back
ward momenta p^O.5 GeV/c. 

Let us consider first the simplest case of hd -hpBn with 
the proton produced backward in the deuteron rest frame. The 
incident hadron may exchange colour (say, by gluon exchange) 
consecutively with both deuteron nucleons and become white 
again (see figs.1,2). As a result, the deuteron turns into 
a state with hidden colour", and confining forces can give 
one of the nucleons a momentum directed backward. 

To do consideration more definite we make use of the colour 
flux tube model / , _ 4 /

i realizing the idea of confinement. It can 
be argued that the tension к of the octet tube and the proba
bility W of breaking the tube by quark pair production are 
v'"3 times those of the triplet tube_. Thus we shall use the 
values к= 1.5 GeV f m - 1 and W = 2 4'3 fm_L'. 

In the collision of the incident hadron with the second 
nucleon (the proton) the colour charge is transmitted to this 
nucleon. The colour flux tube is stretched now between the 
deuteron nucleons and gives the last of them a momentum direc
ted backward. In the course of the collision of these two co
lour nucleons they can exchange colour and become white as is 
shown in Fig.1. The space-time development of this process 
is shown in Fig.2. 

It is easy to calculate the longitudinal momentum of the 
proton produced in the backward direction as a function of 
the initial distance L between the two nucleons: 

PL(L) = 4у'кL(—а—-. . . д ; ( I ) 

\'"iN*« L, 
(It is assumed here that the incident hadron has a momentum 
р.»к L ). Figure 3 shows graphically this dependence. It is 
seen that high backward momenta p L emerge from deuteron confi
gurations with large longitudinal distances between the nuc
leons. As L - » , p L tends to its maximal value 3mf/4 allowed 
by kinematics. This is contrasted with the spectator mecha-

n/5{v 
portant. 
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Fig.1. Colour exchange diag
ram for backward proton pro
duction off deuteron. 
Fig.2. Space-time evolution 
of the hd-»hp Bn reaction. 
Dashed lines are colour sing
lets, solid lines represent 
colour octets. 
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Fig.3. The longitudinal back
ward momentum of the proton 
as a function of the initial 
distance L between the nucleons 
in the deuteron. 

The contribution to backward production coming from the 
mechanism under consideration can be estimated as follows. 
The cross section of the first colour exchange is equal to ain. 
The probability of the second colour exchange provides the 
factor I'dv^)!2"?^1'* w n e r e *dt") * s t n e deuteron wave func
tion. This factor corresponds to the Glauber correction for 
the double scattering. (The finite size of nucleons can be 
taken into account by replacement L-.L'=L+Ro in the argu
ment of the wave function, where R0=« 0.5 is the radius of nuc-
leon repulsive core). The probability of the third colour 
exchange is of order of в, , since we have fixed already the 
configuration with the nucleons at the same impact parameter. 

1 2 Ufm] 
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In the above pionless reaction the tube should not break.The 
corresponding probability is 

D(L)=exp(-W fdfdt) - exp(-WLm„/,c). (2) 
Hence the contribution of the present mechanism could be 
written as: 

^-CBeip(-Bp^)(<7 i
h
n
N )8|*d(L')ltyD(iEl-r.1 О) d 8 

d* 
Here С includes a 2 and other dimensionless constants, p_ and 
p, are the transversal and longitudinal momenta of the back
ward proton. 

The constant С and the sl".pe parameter В could be esti
mated by calculating the Feynman diagram with three gluon 
exchanges shown in Fig.1. Similar calculations of two gluon 
diagrams provide quite a good description of data for diffrac
tion processes on nucleons / 2 , e , 7 / and nuclei '". The Feyn
man graph in Fig.1 does not take into account the confinement 
phenomenon, thus it has sense only for small L values. Long 
transversal distances are cut off by hadronic form factors. 

The differential cross section shown by the diagram in 
Fig.1 is equal to 

,. .6, , d2, d 8Q Ftf.-*o)F(-q.q*3)Fti2.-il3) 
dV 2* * (2„)W F$%S* ( 4 ) 

where q =q+k , q g - q + k + p T - Q , F(q.k) i s the vertex of 
emission of two gluons by the nucleon with transversal momen
ta q and к: 

F(q,k)=f ^ „ ( b j / l l A j a C S b , ) lexptib^k+Ul-expfUbjit-^q)] 
1 = 1 ' (5) 

= exp[-(J?+q)2/4A2]-exp[-(lt-q)S/4A2l . 

The one-particle quark density of the nucleon is taken here 
in the Gaussian form, Л is related to the proton charge ra
dius: Л 2 - 3/(2Rf,) - 3.2fm~s. * d(Q.L) is defined as 

*d(Q.L)= f4> d(R)e i 3Vb, 
where R=(b,L). 
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Fig.4. Invariant cross section for backward protons for 
• pd-. pnp B and pd-. p BX reactions. Solid lines repre
sent contribution from the colour exchange mechanism for 
к= 1.5 GeV/fm, И = 2х/3 fm _ 8= 3.5 fm _ s;dashed line for 
к= 1.1 GeV/fm, W= 3.5 fm~ 2 ; dash-dotted line for к = 
=1.5 GeV/fm; W= 7 fm~2.The dotted line shows the contri
bution of the spectator mechanism, ref/ 6'. The data are 
from ref. / 1 0 /. 

Expression (4) includes colour factor (1/27)2 (we use 
a conventional definition of the coupling constant with co
lour matrices t a=4-\ a ) , and a quark counting factor (37)2 if 
the bombarding particle is a proton. (For incident pion (4) 
should be multiplied by 4/9). 

The function 4*d (Q,L ) has a sharp dependence on Q, so every
where in (4) one can set Q=0. Integral over d 2Q gives the 
factor 

f£&4 (О.Ь) = Ф (b=0,L). ( 6 ) 

(2rr)2 ° " 
Expression (4) can be estimated now, assuming Gaussian depen
dence on k and p : 

Here N = |-(31n3-41n2). The expression for the slope В is loga
rithmically divergent because tin- amplitude does not decrease 
sufficiently fast at large impact parameters. Introducing an 
effective gluon mass Л one obtaines 

B = I(f> . л а; ,-(Л/Л) 8. 
Similar calculations for the diffraction slope in elastic 
scattering agree with the data for < -0.1. For this value of t 
we have found 1-2.6 and В - 20 GeV ~ 2. 

The two-gluon approximation yields for the inelastic cross 
section ofn-16 win 2a | /A2. Thus expressions (3) and (7) coin
cide for small values of L if 

8 1 E 2 1 

The spectrum of backward protons in the reaction pd-.pppn 
at 180° calculated by means of (3) is shown in Fig.4. 

The backward spectrum for the inclusive reaction pd-»PgX . 
can be obtained from (3) by minor modifications. First, the 
incident hadron can be excited, which results approximately 
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a factor (1 + Сд1п- /о^р« 1.4 . Moreover, the nucleon can 
obtain the backward momentum even if the tube breaks. The va
lue of this momentum is also given by eq. (2) with L being 
the distance between the location of the last and the second 
nucleon. One gets the corresponding modification in (3) by 
replacement 

|*' (L'>12- 14«d<L'>l2+ 12В:~|Ф («)|2de . (9) 
* 1/ 

The cross section of the reaction pd -» PgX. corresponding to 
modified expression (3) is shown in Fig.4. This contribution 
should be added to that of the spectator mechanism, also shown 
in Fig.4. 

The comparison with the experimental data shows that the 
contribution of the colour exchange mechanism has the correct 
order of magnitude. The calculations above contain no free 
parameters. However, the values of parameters к and W used 
here, are theoretical estimates only and they strongly influ
ence the backward spectrum (especially the string tension к ). 
This is demonstrated in Fig.4 where curves corresponding to 
the values к- 1.1 GeV/fm, W= 3.5 fm - 2 and к •= 1.5 GeV/fm, 
W= 7 fm are also shown. 

In conclusion we make some remarks. 
1. Besides the form of spectra of backward nucleons, there 

are several other possibilities to single out the contribution 
from the colour exchange mechanism. It is a sensitive method 
to study polarization effects. The third act of colour exchange 
between the nucleons of the deuteron takes place at energies 
of the order of «L, i.e., at few GeV. Thus polarization de
pends only on the momentum of the backward proton, but not on 
the energy of the incident hadron. The spin non-flip colour 
exchange amplitude is given by one-gluon exchange and is real 
as opposed to the case of elastic scattering. The spin flip 
amplitude is described here by exchange of "colour reggeons". 
The intercept of leading colour Kegge trajectory, calculated 
in the leading logarithmic approximation is v'f times smaller 
than the intercept of the corresponding "white" Regge trajec
tory*. As a consequence, the polarization in our case is ex
pected to be about 3 times less than for elastic scattering. 
The backward proton asymmetry for the polarized deuteron tar
get will be about 10%. 

The spectator mechanism predicts a small polarization which 
decreases with increasing energy. Thus polarization effects 
should be present only in the hard part of the backward spect-

* We thank M.Ryskin for calling our attention to this point. 
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rum. We would like to mention that if the mechanism of multiple 
rescatterings/'11/makes appreciable contribution, then high po
larization is expected for large atomic number A. 

2. Multiplicity of produced hadrons in the spectator mecha
nism is considerably higher than in the colour exchange mecha
nism and grows with the incident energy. Indeed, in the latter 
case only diffractive pions are produced since the incident 
hadron remains white after leaving the deuteron. 

3. In nuclei with A>2 there are possible multiple colour 
exchange with n nucleons resulting in backward nucleon momenta 
up to the value mN(n2-l)/2n, i.e., the kinematical boundary 
for n -nucleon target. The cross section of backward nucleon 
production predicted by this picture is proportional to A 4 / 3, 
while for pionless events it grows only as A. 

4. Needless to say, the existence of confining colour forces 
is far from being established. The hadron-hadron interactions 
may provide only very scarce information on this phenomenon/1?/ 

Hopefully, the study of the mechanism suggested here for had-
ron-nucleus collisions may shed more light on space-time deve
lopment of colour confinement. 

The authors are grateful to L.Frankfurt, V.Gribov, L.Lapi-
dus, M.Ryskin and Al. Zamolodchikov for helpful discussions. 
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